A Hostile Earth?
Nick Cowern, Prof Emeritus, Newcastle University

“We are on the precipice of
climate system tipping points
beyond which there is no
redemption”
Dr James Hansen, Director
NASA Goddard Institute for
Space Studies, AGU Fall
Meeting 2005
World Economic Forum

Ryedale Christian Conference on Climate Change, 24 April 2021

Introduction: a 10,000 year history of stable climate
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Stable climate enabled emergence of agrarian civilisations, cities, ports, written
language…
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In last 50 years our rising emissions have catapulted Earth’s climate out of its stable zone

Legacy of the stable past
10,000 years of stable temperatures
 widespread afforestation
Deep deposits of carbon in wetlands and tundra
A potential tinder-box if Earth heats up too far

The Anthropocene – era of destruction
Industrial civilisation
– fossil-fuels, intensive land use
Impacts
– global heating, weird jetstream
– drought, flood, ecosystem damage
Example: Australian fire season 2020
3 billion native vertebrates die in fires
Firefighter and wild koala
stand together watching wildfire

Rescuing a burned koala

Risk of irreversible tipping points

Climate tipping points

NASA

Global warming  sea-ice melt  amplified polar warming  altered jet stream
Release of CO2 & methane from tundra, sea floor  more global warming

Climate tipping points

Bruno Kelly/Reuters

Getty Images

Destruction of forest trees cuts moisture flow into continental interiors, killing
more forests. Large scale release of CO2 & methane  more global warming

So are we heading for this?
20th century

21st century?

Like the captain of the Titanic, we’ve been warned but we’re not slowing down.
In fact, we have not even started to change course yet. So what can we expect?
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Human friendly climates, like Holocene
Slow sea-level rise (tens of cm by 2100).
No longer possible, due to past inaction.
CO2 as high as 3,600,000 years ago
when sea level was 15 m higher.

Adapted from J. Tollefson, ‘How hot will Earth get by 2100?’ Nature 580, 443-445 (2020)
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SSP3: ‘Rocky road’
Country-first policies – current trajectory
High risk of dangerous climate change,
effective end of civilisation
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Country-first policies – current trajectory
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SSP2: ‘Middle way’
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agreement with higher ambition, and
actually does the work. Still…
Rapid sea-level rise, risk of dangerous
climate change
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Global community agrees sequel to Paris
agreement with higher ambition, and
actually does the work
SSP1: ‘Green growth’
Green New Deal-style solution
Sustainable development
Global cooperation
Significant sea-level rise, food insecurity.
But less risk of runaway climate change.
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2100

Rapid implementation of ‘Green New Deal’ critical for survival of civilisation.
How do we overcome societies’ inertia…?

Social tipping points towards a safer future

Source: Fig 3, I.M. Otto et al., PNAS 117, 2354-2365 (2020)

Key social tipping interventions
Tipping element

Intervention

Outcome

Key actors

Norms and
values

Promote ethos that
unsustainability in
economy and life is
immoral, owing to
harms caused

Perception that
fossil fuels and
unsustainable
products should
be avoided

World religions,
environmental
organisations, peer
groups, youth,
opinion leaders

Banks and
financial
markets

Divestment
movement

Shift industry to
carbon-free
activities

Financial investors,
You (bank account,
pension fund)

Energy, heat
and transport

Subsidy
programs

Undercut
fossil fuels

Governments,
advisory groups,
voters
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These are key choices we all need to make
If we don’t, we risk consequences as dreadful as any in the Old Testament

Thank you

For discussion / info contact: Email: cowernbt@gmail.com, Twitter: @NickCowern
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